The use of preceramic polymer and sol-gel processing methods in the production of silicon nitride and a number of related materials is reviewed. Amorphous ceramics in this system, that may contain additional carbon, boron and other elements, have a number of promising and/or useful high temperature properties. These include good mechanical properties and oxidation resistance at temperatures that can exceed 1500 °C with some materials, but also useful charge storage capability, catalytic activity and semiconducting or optical properties after doping.
Introduction
Silicon nitride adopts two main structures formed from corner sharing tetrahedra, with α-Si3N4 adopting a simple hexagonal close packing arrangement and β-Si3N4 a more complex stacking sequence of the close packed layers [1] . It is often used as a hard material, and the cubic spinel high pressure form, which has been called c-Si3N4, has a high bulk modulus value of 290(5) GPa [2, 3] . Conventional thermal ceramic processing of silicon nitride and related materials is limited by the very high temperatures required to achieve any mobility. Spark plasma sintering at 1500-1700 °C, just below the decomposition to the elements at ~1850 °C, may be used to produce compacts and molten sintering aids can reduce the sintering temperatures somewhat [4] . Under these conditions β-Si3N4 is the thermodynamically stable phase and hence this is the most used in engine parts, bearings and high temperature ceramics [5] . Amorphous silicon nitride ceramics with random arrangements of the corner sharing SiN4 tetrahedra, and compositions also containing carbon, boron or other elements, have become important over recent decades and these require different routes for their manufacture.
Amorphous silicon nitride films are used extensively as dielectric materials in electronics, and can be prepared by a range of sputtering and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) techniques using simple molecular precursors such as SiH4, SiCl4, amides or silazanes with ammonia or nitrogen [6] . The hardness and oxidation resistance of silicon nitride and carbonitride films also lends them to applications in wear and corrosion protection, and plasma enhanced CVD can produce thin, dense films [7] [8] [9] . These often contain a significant fraction of hydrogen, and are typically amorphous. CVD is also an effective approach to the formation of some composite materials, e.g. the coating of SiC fibres with silicon borocarbonitride to improve their mechanical properties [10] . Whilst CVD can be used to produce bulk materials including silicon carbonitrides [11] , it offers slow growth rates and limited capability to control the morphology of the product.
Silicon based polymers such as polysiloxanes and polysilazanes have wide applications as coatings, adhesives and objects, and their applications as precursors to ceramic materials were first developed in the mid-1960s [12] . A key advantage is the possibility of shaping the polymer then applying a thermal treatment, sometimes in an active gaseous environment such as ammonia, to convert the polymer to a ceramic with the desired shape or morphology. A number of authors have previously reviewed precursor chemistry, processing and commercial applications in this area [12] [13] [14] and more recent reviews have examined production of fibres [15] , 1D nanostructures [16] and ordered mesoporous materials [17] .
Sol-gel processing involves the solution phase development of polymeric or colloidal species and their controlled gelation followed by solvent removal to make powders and porous or dense objects [18, 19] . A particularly strong aspect of the utility of the sol-gel approach is its ability to form materials around hard or soft templates that can be later removed, leaving structures with controlled porosities [20] . In 1995 Riedel reviewed preceramic routes to ceramics and commented that: "The sol-gel route is applied largely for the synthesis of oxide ceramics, while the polymerpyrolysis route is applied largely for the preparation of non-oxide ceramics" [21] . Sol-gel processing was indeed developed for the production of silica objects and the bulk of the sol-gel literature has further developed the methods for the production of other metal oxides and for organic-inorganic hybrid materials [22] . However, its applications for non-oxide materials have also developed significantly since Riedel's comment [23] .
This review aims to summarise the state of the art in production of silicon nitride and related materials using preceramic polymers and sol-gel processing methods. The unifying theme is the use of molecular precursors followed by a cross-linking process and a thermal treatment under controlled gas environment to enact decomposition with loss of unwanted constituents. A broad range of applications and potential applications exist for this broad group of materials.
Reactions of molecular precursors with ammonia to produce silicon nitride and related materials
A brief discussion of molecular precursor ammonolysis is warranted in the context of a review of preceramic and sol-gel routes to silicon nitride as it merely shifts the point in processing at which a polymeric structure containing silicon, nitrogen, and possibly other required elements, is formed. Ammonia will typically attack silicon centres to yield Si-NH2 groups and liberate one of the other functional groups in protonated form, then the Si-NH2 groups will similarly attack a neighbouring centre to make imide linkages, e.g. [5] Further condensation of these imide linkages can then occur at high temperature to provide nitride groups, although often some hydrogen will remain in the structure:
1000 °→ 3 4 + 2 3 The clearest example of this process is the isolation of a crystalline intermediate, Si2N2(NH) (Fig. 1) , from the reaction of the cyclic polysilazane [Me2Si(µ-NH)]4 with ammonia followed by decomposition of the product at 1350 °C to make Si3N4 [24] . In some cases this process can also be effective in the control of morphology, e.g. the development of porosity in mesoporous [25] [26] [27] silicon imidonitride for base catalysis applications simply by adjusting the species present and heating parameters during the decomposition of the silicon diimide precursor. Ordered macroporous films have even been produced directly from the infiltration of a Si(NHMe)4 solution into a polystyrene opal template, exposure to ammonia and then firing in ammonia ( Fig. 2 ) [28] . Reproduced with kind permission from [28] .
In a small number of cases single molecule precursors have been used to introduce heteroatoms into silicon nitride and make ternary or quaternary materials. A boryl substituted trisilazane [Me2SiN{B(F)N(SiMe3)2}]3 ( Fig. 3 ) and more complex structures have been thermally converted to silicon boron carbonitride and then crystallised to produce composite powders [30] . High surface area silicon aluminium nitride has been produced from [EtAl(µ-NHEt)(µ-NEt)2Si(NHEt)]2 ( Fig. 3) , although this was believed to have partly dissociated during thermal treatment and 200 Bar pressure was required to maintain a 1:1 Si:Al ratio [31] . A generally applicable approach to the incorporation of metals into silicon nitride reacted LiHNSi(NMe2)3 with TiCl4 to produce [{(Me2N)3SiNH}2Ti{µ-NSi(NMe2)3}2Ti{NHSi(NMe2)3}2] (Fig. 3 ) [32] . This was insoluble, but was treated under ammonia at 160 °C and 15 Bar to produce a mixed imide that could be fired at 1000 °C to make a titanium nitride-silicon nitride composite. Zirconium and hafnium analogues were also produced by a similar route [33] . It is noteworthy that, whilst this is elegant chemistry, the precursors are complex, their high molecular weights often result in insolubility, they may not retain their bonded structures during decomposition and the silicon to heteroatom ratios are defined by the precursor and so are inflexible in terms of product composition. [30] [31] [32] . Central image reproduced with kind permission from [31] .
Preceramic routes to silicon nitride and related materials
Initial interest in use of preceramic polymers for the production of silicon nitride and carbide derived from a desire to produce ceramic-fibre composites with superior properties, especially at high temperature, compared with those of carbon-carbon fibre composites [34] . The early work of Verbeek and co-workers at Bayer used MeSiCl3 and MeNH2 to produce a bicyclic silazane that could be converted to an organic solvent-soluble resin at 520 °C, melt-spun into fibres at 220 °C and pyrolyzed at 1200-1500 °C to yield SiC-Si3N4 composite fibres [35, 36] . The presence of silicon and nitrogen in the polysilazane polymer backbone and carbon substituent groups as a source of carbide is a common theme in much of the precursor chemistry to Si-C-N materials, although several variations on this theme will be explored. Ease of processability into a ceramic product requires the polymer to be meltable or soluble, but then to retain a stable shape to undergo high temperature decomposition to the desired composition with high ceramic yield. Verbeek's work used a period of heating in moist air at 110 °C to render the polymer infusible, with incorporation of oxygen into the surfaces at least, and then offered a ceramic yield during the final pyrolysis of just 45%.
Perhydropolysilazanes in silicon nitride formation
Perhydropolysilazanes contain no carbon so should be the ideal sources of carbon-free silicon nitride. They are formed from the reaction of a silane or silicon chloride with ammonia, most frequently the silicon source is SiCl2H2:
Carrying out this reaction in standard organic solvents, or using various other silicon sources, produced polymers that could not be processed. However, carrying out the reaction in pyridine, soluble polymers that could be spun into fibres were obtained [37] . The same material is produced commercially by Merck as a spin-on dielectric. Presumably the coordinating pyridine solvent in this synthesis limits the size of oligomers that are produced. Of course the use of such a coordinating solvent in the manufacture of the polymer means that the polymer is not truly carbon-free, and any solvent used to process the polymer before firing is also a potential source of carbon. Mass spectrometry studies carried out during thermal decomposition of a perhydropolysilazane polymer in ammonia have revealed the evaporation of residual solvent below 400 °C is the main reason for the weight loss [38] . Between 400 and 600 °C ammonia reacts with silicon centres in the polymer containing Si-H bonds, with evolution of hydrogen, and the resulting amide groups can undergo further reactions with neighbouring silicon centres resulting in cross-linking. The formation of an amorphous hydrogenated solid with structural features that closely resemble Si3N4 in pair distribution function studies (i.e. consist mainly of corner sharing SiN4 tetrahedra) [39] occurs between 600-1000 °C, although even after heating to 1000 °C in ammonia the product can still contain small quantities (0.2%) of carbon [38] . Ceramic yields are close to 100% when pyrolysis is carried out in ammonia, but in inert gas Isoda found ceramic yields of 82-93% depending on the processing conditions of the polymer [37] . The variation could be linked directly to the degree of polymer cross-linking. Ceramics produced under inert gas are black and have Si:N ratios close to the 1:1 value in the polymer itself, so the reactions of the ammonia during the pyrolysis are crucial to delivering white ceramics with compositions close to Si3N4. Crystallisation occurs in the bulk of the sample by 1270 °C and is complete by 1400 °C, with Si and Si3N4 produced in nitrogen or just Si3N4 in ammonia [40] .
Perhydropolysilazane-derived Si3N4 fibres (Fig. 4 ) with a diameter of ~10 µm were found to have a density of 2.5 g cm -3 (the crystalline phases have 3.2 g cm -3 [1] ), tensile strength of 1.7-2.2 GPa and tensile modulus of 180-200 GPa [41] . These fibres were intended as reinforcing components in composite materials. Preparation of composite ceramic bodies by hot pressing the fibres with a series of matrix materials showed that they were stable in Si3N4, ZrN, TiC, ZrB2 and, if hot pressed without sintering additives, Al2O3 [41] . SiO2, ZrO2, yttria stabilised zirconia and Al6Si2O13 all reacted with the fibre surfaces and were unsuitable as matrix materials. The key conclusion was that for these more reactive oxide materials the fibres would need to be coated to improve stability.
It is noteworthy that fibrous components ("fibrils") have been found in addition to polycrystalline material even in Si3N4 compacts derived purely from perhydropolysilazane [42] , and hence even these materials can be considered as composites. Indeed these preceramic polymers have also been used with nanoparticle catalysts for the controlled growth of single crystal Si3N4 nanowires and branched structures [43, 44] . However the largest number of reports come from using it as the matrix phase in composite materials. Use of perhydropolysilazane as the binder phase in the development of ceramic bodies from silicon nitride powders results in enhanced densification in the absence of pressure and a larger proportion of the high temperature β-Si3N4 phase even at the moderate temperature of 800 °C [45, 46] . Sato et al dispersed carbon fibres into perhydropolysilazane and fired to produce composites in which the fibres were firmly embedded as judged by a lack of fibre "pull-out" after fracturing (Fig. 4) and with good flextural strength [47] . Addition of SiC whiskers improved the strength still further. The ultimate strength of such composites is limited by the lower crystallisation temperature of the Si3N4 matrix phase compared with carbon or boron doped modifications [48] . Qi et al linked good adhesion between woven SiO2 fibres and a perhydropolysilazane-derived Si3N4 matrix to a tendency to cause brittle fracture, and pre-coated the fibres to reduce this adhesion leading to a 4-fold increase in strength accompanied by an increase in "pull-out" during fracture (Fig. 4) [49] . ) and can be used as a support for Pt nanoparticles used in borohydride decomposition [50] .
Silicon oxynitride films produced by dip-coating from perhydropolysilazane solution in dibutyl ether, with oxygen picked up from processing steps carried out in air, were hard, dense and homogeneous with good corrosion barrier properties after heating in nitrogen at 1000 °C [51] . Heating in air resulted in higher ceramic yield and less shrinkage due to further cross-linking, presumably utilising water vapour in the air. The surfaces were strongly oxidised, but at 600 °C a weak nitrogen signal was still observable in the X-ray photoelectron spectra suggesting some nitride remained even in the top 10 nm of the films [52] . Shinde et al showed spin-on thin films of perhydropolysilazane to be converted to amorphous silicon nitride after heating to 80 °C then exposing to UV light, suggesting they could be used as an antireflection coating in photolithography [53] . Similar spin-on coatings on glass or polyethyl terephthalate were thermally annealed at 60 or 200 °C, and were then shown to be scratch-resistant and hydrophobic with potential applications in coating of optics [54] .
Polyorganosilazanes in silicon nitride and carbonitride formation
The inclusion of organic substituents on the polysilazane polymer allows adjustment of their properties and can provide for the controlled formation of silicon carbonitrides. The incorporation of carbon improves chemical and oxidation resistance, increases the crystallisation temperature and provides access to SiC-Si3N4 composites after crystallisation [13] . The synthesis of polyorganosilazanes typically involves the ammonolysis or aminolysis of an organosilicon chloride:
A number of compositions that have been used as preceramics are listed in Table 1 . Separation of the polymer from the ammonium chloride or amine hydrochloride by-product is difficult, but a number of polyureasilizane materials are commercially available from KiON (Ceraset branding) and Merck (Durazane). A mixture of two chlorosilanes in the polymerisation process can be used to tune the composition of the polymer by mixing substituent groups [55] , and mixtures of ammonia and amine can be used to tune composition at N [56] . The mixed MexSiCl4-x distillation waste product from the Müller-Rochow synthesis has even been used as a precursor to blended polymers to make a variety of silicon carbonitride ceramics [57] . With some side groups such as vinyl the replacement of ammonia with the more reactive hydrazine may be necessary [58] , this can incorporate diazane linkages (-N=N-) into the polymer but these decompose at around 300 °C [59] . Ceraset is formed of large cyclic oligomers with a mixture of methyl, vinyl and protons on the silicon and NH groups, but then a urea-derived group linking the ring [60] . The mainly linear polymers described in Table 1 are typically cross-linked with a strong base, by exposure to moist air or by hydrosilylation reactions involving Si-H or vinyl side groups in order to maintain shape and increase ceramic yield during firing. Cross-links often lead to the formation of cyclic structures within the polymer and these also help to reduce the loss of mass during firing [109] . However, these cross-links can also be developed during synthesis, e.g. by co-ammonolysis of MeHSiCl2 with HSiCl3 to make a blended polymer that provides a higher ceramic yield than more linear structures [80] . Ammonolysis of ViSiCl3 results in more cross-links than the dichloride and a composition [ViSi(NH)1.5]n, whilst the reactive vinyl groups allow for further thermal cross-linking of the polymer [85] . The degree of crosslinking obtained during polymer synthesis can also be modified by blending precursors with two or three reactive chloride groups to make [ViSi(NH)1.5]m[MeHSiNH]n [84, [110] [111] [112] . A metathesis reaction of CySiCl3 (Cy = cyclohexyl) with Li3N directly produced a polymer that was very strongly cross-linked and insoluble without further treatment [113] .
Bao and Edirisinghe produced polycyclosilazane polymers as shown in Fig. 5 , with a second variant replacing the phenyl groups with protons [114] . The direct silicon-silicon bonds make these compounds distinct from most other polymers used for silicon nitrides. These were mixed with a polysilane to produce SiC-Si3N4 composites, with and without a Si powder filler, with very well controlled Si:C:N ratios. Larger numbers of proton substituents were found to increase the ceramic yields due to their higher reactivity and hence an increased level of crosslinking [115] . Bill et al reviewed the ceramisation of the polymers into amorphous ceramics in 2001 and noted the importance of MAS-NMR, IR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry of the evolved gases in understanding these reactions (Fig. 6 ) [13] . Polyhydromethylsilazane polymers condense via radical reactions of the hydrogen and methyl substituents from around 500 °C, and these can produce bridging methylene groups with evolution of methane or hydrogen. Condensation of bridging imide groups to form further Si-N bonds occur from around the same temperature, and these can lead to the elimination of methane and a reduction in the number of Si-C bonds present. By around 1050 °C the material contains mainly SiN4, SiN3C, SiN2C2 and CSi4 tetrahedral units, although some phase separated sp 2 carbon can also be detected due to pyrolysis of the methane by-product. Vinyl sidegroups polymerise from around 300 °C and so these polymers develop new crosslinks at lower temperature, but homolytic Si-C cleavage occurs as the temperature is raised further and hence the sp 2 carbon content is higher. Transamination reactions can also result in ammonia evolution and hence nitrogen loss between 200 and 500 °C. With controlled crosslinking and thermolysis these polymers can produce fully dense amorphous silicon carbonitride compacts [97] . Riedel et al showed that compacts of a polyhydromethylsilazane produced from a mixture of Me2SiCl2 and MeHSiCl2 with ammonia crystallised to α-Si3N4 in ammonia above 1000 °C, SiC in Ar above 1400 °C or α-Si3N4 and SiC in nitrogen above 1600 °C [55] . Pre-treatment in ammonia at moderate temperature before firing in nitrogen can increase the nitrogen content and reduce the crystallisation temperatures of compacts produced from polyhydromethylsilazane-derived [77] and vinyl-containing polysilazanes [86] . Interestingly high nitrogen overpressures during firing can also increase nitrogen content and reduce crystallisation temperature [76] , again suggesting that some incorporation of nitrogen from the diatomic gas can also occur. Gerardin et al showed that polyvinylsilazanes underwent segregation of the carbon in the amorphous ceramic phase, but SiC and Si3N4 formed during crystallisation [82] . These are cleanly segregated into separate grains in the crystallised ceramics according to TEM [13] and PDF studies [79] . Interestingly the formation of SiN4 and SiC4 groups from SiN3C has positive enthalpy and entropy, so this segregation appears to be entropy favoured and driven by the elevated temperature [116] . This process has also been followed ex situ by NMR [116] . Compacts sintered in argon at 1000 °C were resistant to air oxidation up to 1600 °C due to the formation of an SiO2 surface layer a few µm thick [65] . A number of metal alkoxides have also been used to treat surfaces and improve oxidation resistance [117] . Powders oxidise more extensively [74] . At high temperatures these ceramics can undergo some creep deformation, but harden during this process and become highly creep resistant [118] . Laine et al reported that in poly-N-methylsilazane crystallisation was strongly inhibited up to 1400 °C, in contrast with the analogue with methyl groups on the silicon which crystallised under these conditions [108] .
Polymer-derived amorphous SiCN shows significant variation in its mechanical properties due to pores and carbon-rich domains, but its hardness has been measured at ~13 GPa, in between those of SiO2 glass (9 GPa) and polycrystalline Si3N4 (25 GPa) [73] . These materials provide low friction surfaces and are highly wear resistant, with these properties improving as firing temperature is increased short of crystallisation [91] . It can be produced with complex morphologies, including microfabrication of sub-mm gears and other high temperature MEMs devices [94] , and resistancetemperature detectors (Fig. 7 ) [102] . Spherical particles may be formed by precipitation of polymer spheres followed by thermal processing (Fig. 7) [101].
Figure 7:
A silicon carbonitride resistance-temperature detector array with gold contacts to the individual sensor elements, and silicon carbonitride microspheres obtained by controlled precipitation of polymer spheres and pyrolysis at 1300 °C. Reproduced with kind permission from [101, 102] .
In the presence of an FeCl2 catalyst single crystal nanobelts [88] or nanowires [89] can be grown from the surface of a Ceramset-derived amorphous silicon carbonitride. A liquid phase growth mechanism was proposed due to a lack of droplets at the end of the wires/belts, but in FeCl2-catalysed growth of branched structures from polymethylsilazane a more conventional vapourliquid-solid growth mechanism was suggested [61] .
Hot pressing of polyvinylsilazane into an amorphous carbonitride results in significantly reduced porosity compared with cold pressing followed by firing [81] . Schonfelder et al showed that 96% dense silicon carbonitride compacts could be produced from polyhydromethylsilazane by thermal decomposition, producing a porous compact from the powder and then infiltrating this with further polymer before firing [64] . Butyl polysilazane binders were found to enhance compaction and phase transition to β-Si3N4 when used in the processing of α-Si3N4 [46] . Polyhydromethylsilazane-derived silicon carbonitride matrices provided greater oxidation resistance in composites with carbon fibres than the perhydropolysilazane-derived ones described in section 3.1 [48, 72] . Ceraset-derived silicon carbonitride composites with carbon nanotubes were found to exhibit a weak ferromagnetic-like behaviour due to defects and inclusions in the nanotubes caused by the pyrolysis process [98] . Bakumov et al produced silver nanoparticle-silicon carbonitride composites as bulk samples and films, and found them to be effective antibacterial surfaces against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, suggesting medical and food industry applications [92] . The DC conductivity of silicon carbonitride prepared from polyhydromethylsilazane can be controlled across 15 orders of magnitude by varying firing time, temperature and atmosphere [119] . In the amorphous phase the conductivity was attributed to the tunnelling of large polarons, whereas after crystallisation n-type conduction in the nitrogen-doped SiC phase dominated. Variation of the amount of dicumyl peroxide thermal initiator added to Ceraset polysilazane in silicon carbonitride formation resulted in a change in conductivity, with conductivity increasing and evidence for a percolation conductivity mechanism when the free carbon content is higher [96] . The strong microwave absorption behaviour and the dielectric constant of porous silicon carbonitride were found to increase on crystallisation of Si3N4 and SiC [103] . Thin, amorphous silicon carbonitride films can be used as hydrogen sensors due to a conductivity change on exposure to the gas [104] .
Microporous SiCN composites with surface areas of 190-300 m 2 g -1 can be produced by heating polyhydromethylsilazane with a µm-sized Si3N4, SiC or AlN filler in He at a very slow ramp rate, or even higher surface areas of 270-340 m 2 g -1 using ammonia without the filler [66] . Presumably the ammonia increases the degree of crosslinking of the structure so that the structure can stabilise the pores as they form with gas loss. Bradley et al used microporous solids produced similarly but at lower temperature as base catalysts, utilising the surface imide groups to conduct Knoevenagel condensation reactions [68] . Tsubaki et al were able to vary the average pore size in SiCN compacts produced using polyhydromethylsilazane and an Si3N4 filler between 1 and 1000 nm [67] .
Sung et al demonstrated the production of macroporous silicon carbonitride structures templated around silica beads in channels using the Ceraset polyvinylsilazane (Fig. 9 ) [90] . Unlike oxide equivalents these were stable >800 °C, where fuel reforming can take place without coking, so are suitable for catalyst supports for this process. Macroporous foams have been made from the same polymer using polymethylmethacrylate beads or a blowing agent to define the pore structure [99] , or using polyethylene beads as the template [105] . Lamellar and cylindrical mesoporous structures have also been produced with a polyethylene oxide block copolymer [95] . Yan et al showed that a polyvinylsilazane could be infiltrated into mesoporous carbons and pyrolyzed to produce hexagonal or cubic (Fig. 9 ) ordered mesoporous silicon carbonitrides that were stable in air at 1000 °C and had surface areas up to 472 m 2 g -1 [93] . Macroporous silicon carbonitride microchannels produced as catalyst supports for high temperature fuel reforming (left and centre), and an ordered mesoporous Ia3d silicon carbonitride produced by casting into a carbon template (right). Reproduced with kind permission from [90, 93] .
Early studies of silicon carbonitride in lithium battery negative electrodes mixed a polyvinylsilazane with graphite powder and fired to achieve a composite that delivered a reversible capacity of 474 mA h g -1 with minimal fading over 50 cycles, 1.3× that of the graphite itself [120] . In the absence of graphite addition divinylbenzene cross-linking of the polymer prior to pyrolysis was found to improve capacity whilst maintaining the good cyling behaviour, and the higher capacity was attributed to the larger carbon content of the ceramic [121] . Intentionally increasing the carbon content by preparing a polyphenylvinylsilazane polymer confirmed this finding [107] , and using this approach capacities up to 618 mA h g -1 after 134 charge/discharge cycles have been achieved [122] . The dependence of the activity of these phases on carbon content, which is much more pronounced than in silicon oxycarbides, has been linked to the lack of reactivity of the Si-N bonds with lithium [123] . Incorporation of a silicon carbonitride into a porous carbon network using a polysilazane polymer has been shown to improve cycling capability relative to the carbon itself whilst maintaining a similar overall specific capacity [124] . Composites containing nanocrystalline lithium silicon nitride, and hence offering the possibility of using a non-lithiated positive electrode material, could be produced by lithiation of the polymer with BuLi before pyrolysis [125] .
Preceramic polymers with a Si-C-N backbone
In polysilazane-based preceramics carbon can be introduced via substituent groups, and as crosslinking occurs through reactions of alkyl or vinyl groups these crosslinks can involve formation of Si-(C)n-Si bonds. However, carbon can also be incorporated directly into the polymer chain itself. For example ammonolysis of bis(dichloroalkylsilyl)ethane leads to a polysilazane incorporating ethyl groups that has been used as the binder in production of Si3N4/SiC composites from Si3N4 powder [126] and also with BN, ZrO2 or glass powder filler to produce composite coatings with hardness values up to 13 GPa [51] :
Su et al incorporated vinyl groups into a similar polymer that could be cross-linked with a radical initiator at 80 °C by condensing ethylenediamine with vinylmethyldichlorosilane and methyldichlorosilane [127] . The resulting ceramics were found to be surprisingly rich in SiN4 sites, which the authors attributed to facile C-N bond cleavage and loss of organic components below 600 °C. Higher C contents in Si3N4/SiC composite ceramics were achieved by Wang et al using a polymer with phenyl linkers and alkynyl end groups that again could be used for cross-linking (Fig. 10) [128] . Use of polysilylcarbodiimides as preceramic and sol-gel precursors to silicon carbonitrides was reviewed by Riedel et al in 1998 [129] and 2006 [12] . Similarly to the polysilazanes, polydialkylsilylcarbodiimides can be produced by reaction of dialkyldichlorosilanes with cyanamide in pyridine solution:
n MeRSiCl2 + n H2NCN + 2n Py → [MeRSiNCN]n + 2n Py·HCl (R = organic group or H; Py = pyridine) Silver(I) carbodiimide and bis(trimethylsilyl)carbodiimide are good alternatives to cyanamide and the polymers can also be produced by reaction of polyorganosilazanes with cyanoguanidine (typically with pyridine still present in a catalytic role):
The latter two options have the advantage of avoiding the salt by-products that are difficult to remove from the polymer.
Pyrolysis of [MeSi(NCN)1.5]n in argon resulted in amorphous ceramics up to 1400 °C [130] . The amorphous ceramic is found to be just a little more thermodynamically stable than the crystallised binary phases up to 1100 °C [131] . The phase diagram in Fig. 11 shows the loss of carbon at temperatures up to 800 °C and TGA-MS studies showed this to be due to loss of methane and acetonitrile [130] . NMR studies showed that loss of methyl groups occurs at the lowest temperatures, leaving much of the carbodiimide network intact. Nitrogen is lost above 800 °C and in the temperature range up to 1200 °C the amorphous material becomes almost fully segregated into Si3N4 and carbon, hence in Fig. 11 it's composition is close to the Si3N4-C tie-line. This phase segregation has been related to the lower packing efficiency of a mixed SiNxCy network vs SiN4 tetrahedra [132] . The Si3N4/C composition at this point means that the subsequent crystallisation to Si3N4 and SiC must be a carbothermal reduction process with further loss of nitrogen. During crystallisation the composition of these polymers moves to the SiC-Si3N4 tie-line ( Fig. 11) with the position on that line dependent on the composition of the polymer prior to crystallisation [133] .
Crystallisation is found to start with the formation of small Si3N4 nuclei (~2 nm) at around 1400 °C [134] . Incorporation of phenyl substituents onto the polymer can produce amorphous ceramics that are sufficiently carbon rich to result in SiC-C composites after complete crystallisation, i.e. the carbothermal reduction results in complete loss of nitrogen [135] . However, these carbon-rich phases also exhibited higher crystallisation temperatures in some cases as the Si3N4 domains became isolated within the carbon matrix, and some compositions close to the Si3N4-C tie-line were obtained even at very high temperatures. The stability has been attributed to mixed bonding between Si, N and C atoms at the boundaries between the nanodomains [136] . The gas loss during carbothermal reduction has been found to produce ceramics with surface areas up to 568 m 2 g -1 and tuneable porosity [137] . These samples were mainly microporous but adjustment of the conditions could raise the pore size to ~4 nm. Silicon carbonitride films based on carbodiimide polymers were found to be softer and less stiff where phenyl substituents were present compared with methyl groups, and this was attributed to the higher carbon content of these films [138] .
In lithium battery applications the use of pre-ceramic based silicon carbonitride materials as negative electrodes has been envisaged to provide materials that can avoid degradation such as that deriving from exfoliation of graphitic carbons [139] . It has already been noted in section 3.2 that higher carbon contents have been related to higher capacities [121] , and hence polymers with carbon in the backbone could provide higher capacity materials. Silicon carbonitrides based on polyphenylvinylsilylcarbodiimide had capacities of up to 392 mA h g -1 and could be cycled reversibly with no conductivity additive [139, 140] . A study into the effect of different crosslinking methods showed that ceramics derived from [PhViSiNCN]n had very high capacity but this faded rapidly, whereas those based on [PhSi(NCN)1.5]n, with more crosslinking, made up for a lower initial capacity by providing more reversible capacity (420 mA h g -1 ) after cycling (Fig. 12) [122] . A detailed NMR study showed that segregated carbon phases within the matrix were responsible for lithium storage, but that both sp 2 and sp 3 carbon sites were involved so this is not just utilisation of a graphitic content [107] . 
Preceramic polymer routes to silicon boron (carbo)nitrides
Quaternary Si-B-C-N ceramics can exhibit exceptional high temperature properties outstripping those of the binary and ternary systems. For example, SiBN3C remains amorphous to around 1900 °C and can used in air at temperatures up to 1600 °C as a thin silica layer passivates the surface and the boron content reduces the amount of cation diffusion [141] . This material can be produced from pyrolysis in nitrogen of a polymer derived from Cl3SiNHBCl2 and MeNH2 (Fig. 13a) , and the resulting intimate distribution of the three cations is critical to the properties of the resulting amorphous ceramic material. A scalable route to Cl3SiNHBCl2 was developed with preceramic applications in mind [142] . Preceramic routes to these materials have been reviewed previously [12] [13] [14] 141] . These include the hydroboration of a vinyl group on a chlorosilane before polymerisation with ammonia to produce a polysilazane with boron cross-links (Fig. 13b) and reactions of borazine with silylamides to produce a polyborazine polymer cross-linked with silicon-containing groups (Fig. 13c) . A pre-formed polyorganosilazane can also be reacted with borazine or tris(dimethylamino)borane to produce boron-containing side-groups, or the hydroboration reaction shown in Fig. 13b can be applied to vinyl side groups on a polysilazane polymer. Similar polymers have also been obtained by coammonolysis of Me2SiCl2 or EtHSiCl2 with BCl3 [143] . Much of this chemistry can also be applied with carbodiimide connecting groups in place of imide [144] . A polymer produced by cross-linking of perhydropolysilazane with BMe3 decomposed with loss of hydrogen from about 400 °C (not complete at 1000 °C) with methane loss over a narrow temperature range around 600°C [145] . Carbon content dropped below 1% after this methane loss. N-methylpolyborosilazane was found to decompose in three distinct steps en route to SiBN3C, further condensation at 200-350 °C, fragmentation at 580-600 °C (c.f. methane loss in the previous example) and elimination of residual hydrogen at 1000-1300 °C [146] . If ammonia is used transamination reactions become significant in the low temperature regime and alkylamide or alkylimide groups can be lost as amines [147] . NMR studies have shown that the behaviour of the system in the 600 °C range where organic content can be lost by pyrolysis is critical to the structure of the amorphous ceramic: unsaturated carbon centres form but these remain connected into the network at this stage via bonds to nitrogen [148] .
High resolution mapping by TEM shows that amorphous Si3B3N7 and SiBN3C have homogeneous distributions of the elements on a sub-nm scale, suggesting that the formation of inhomogeneities on this scale occurs during the crystallisation process [149] . These phases consist entirely of trigonal BN3 and tetrahedral SiN4 units, although on the shorter length scale probed by NMR some clustering of carbon sites was observed [150, 151] . NMR studies on the pyrolysis of other polymer systems have shown that local formation of sp 2 -like BN and amorphous SiCN regions can be detected with pyrolysis temperatures as low as 500 °C, and sp 2 carbon segregation occurs by 1050 °C [152, 153] . These findings have been confirmed with PDF work [154] . This segregated carbon has been linked directly to crack formation in ceramic bodies [155] , and modelling of PDF data suggests its structure resembles glassy carbon [79] . At 1100 °C reactions start to occur between carbon and BN, and the BN interfacial phase also starts to undergo reactions with the silicon carbonitride domains [156] .
The process of nucleation and growth of segregated phases through the early stages described above and into crystallisation has been reviewed by Schmidt [157] . Crystalline SiC is found to nucleate first from an amorphous SiBCN ceramic at around 1400-1500 °C, followed by Si3N4 at around 1700 °C [158] . Boron incorporation into silicon carbonitride by cross-linking a polyhydromethylsilazane with an undefined boron dialkylamide led to suppression of the crystallisation to SiC and Si3N4 such that at 1800 °C the crystallite size is below 1800 °C [159] . This crystallite size reduction was attributed directly to a coating of turbostratic BN surrounding the crystallites. Phosphorus incorporation did not have the same effect. Presumably due to similar structures, BN was found to remain undetectable by diffraction to 1800 °C in SiBCN fibres produced from borazine-modified perhydropolysilazane [160] , and up to 2200 °C in some powder studies [161] .
The oxidation resistance of SiBCN materials may be aided by the turbostratic BN phase that fills spaces between the particles, but the formation of a smooth silica passivating layer is also extremely important [162] . The role of the boron-containing phases was supported by variations in the amount of boron added in the route shown in Fig. 13b , where more boron led to higher oxidation temperatures [163] . Increasing the carbon content by incorporating methylene groups into the polymer backbone can lead to compositions such as Si3B3N7C5 and Si3B3N5C17 which can even resist pure oxygen at 1400 °C [164] . These very high temperature resistant materials are difficult to analyse: typical combustion analysis approaches to C and N are hindered by the thermal stability and they are difficult to dissolve to measure B and Si. Mann et al explored a variety of digestion approaches combined with hot gas extraction techniques to analyse SiBN2.35C0.78 and were able to show close to 100% recovery of all components [165] .
It has been mentioned above that it is at high temperature where silicon borocarbonitride ceramics often outperform the carbonitrides. For example, Si2BC3.4N2 has a glass transition temperature >1700 °C and at 1550 °C has exceptional creep resistance and viscosity 10 6 × higher than that of fused silica [166] . Crack-free ceramic bodies may be produced by pressing N-methylpolyborosilazane and then firing at 1400 °C, some shrinkage is observed but the final SiBN3C object retains the shape of the pressed body [167] . Incorporation of less flexible elements such as borazine rings into the polymer has been shown to result in greater hardness and stiffness as they persist in the amorphous ceramics [168] [169] [170] . Smooth, dense ceramic films with air oxidation resistance up to 1400 °C have been produced from a spin-coatable polymer produced as shown in Fig. 13c but using a cyclic [ViMeSiNH]3 silazane in place of the polyvinylsilazane [171] . Polymers with similar properties have been produced by the hydroboration of divinyldisilazane with various borazine derivatives [171] . Hyperbranched polymers achieved by reaction of MeHSiCl2 with B{CH(Me)SiClMe(SiMe3)}3 proved to be particularly processable by melt and solution processes, with a ceramic yield of >80% in production of SiB0.2C1.2N0.4O0.1 [172] .
Borazine-modified perhydropolysilazane polymers were particularly good for fibre formation as they could be melted and spun, but the borazine side-groups cross-link easily to other parts of the silazane polymer chain [160] . Ammonia cross-linking increased ceramic yield and allowed the formation of ~12 µm diameter amorphous fibres with fibre strength of 1.3-1.5 GPa after firing at 1600 °C, dropping to 0.9 GPa at 1700 °C [173] . A variant of the synthesis route shown in Fig. 13b has been used to provide the filler material in the production of sheets of SiBCN-carbon fibre composite which was stable for brief periods at 2000 °C (Fig. 14) [174] . A polyborosilazane polymer produced from perhydropolysilazane and borazine was found to effectively wet silica fibres to produce ceramic composites [175] and these composites were found to have good ablation resistance and to be microwave transparent, suggesting radar window applications for vehicles re-entering the atmosphere from space [176] . Porous structures can be produced by infiltration of liquid polymers around templates, e.g. Xing-Bin et al used a double nanocasting approach starting with SBA-15 silica to produce mesoporous Si3BC4.2N3.5 with a surface area of 600 m 2 g -1 and ordered 3.4 nm pores (Fig. 15 ) [177] . Ramakrishnan et al showed that Si2BC3.4N2.3 had p-type semiconducting behaviour, in contrast to Si1.7C1.0N1.6 which was made from a related polymer and had much lower conductivity [178] . They suggested that the passivation of surface states in this material could lead to a capability to make high temperature p-n junctions. This higher conductivity has also been linked to an improved lithium battery electrode performance compared with silicon carbonitride, and SiBCN-carbon nanotube composites have been found to maintain 412 mA h g -1 capacity after 30 charge/discharge cycles [179] . A carbon-rich SiCN-BN composite showed exceptional stability, maintaining 401 mA h g -1 after 1000 cycles [180] .
Incorporation of other elements
Similarly to boron, aluminium incorporation into amorphous silicon (boro)(carbo)nitrides is of interest to improve the oxygen tolerance of the parent material. Reaction of Si(NHMe)4 with an allane·NR2 adduct yields a polymer that can be pyrolyzed to produce SiAlN nanocomposites [181] . Vinyl groups on a mixed methyl/vinyl/hydropolysilazane can also be cross-linked with [Et2AlNH]3 to produce polymers that yield SiC/AlN composites on firing at 1000 °C [182] . Blending perhydropolysilazane and a polyethyliminoalane resulted in preceramics that also yielded crystalline AlN/SiC composites at 1600 °C [183] . Templated production of amorphous mesoporous SiAlCN ceramics from a similar bland and a carbon template provided robust supports for platinum nanoparticle catalysts [184] . Much better high temperature performance can be achieved with the aluminium analogue of the boron polymer shown in Fig. 13b , from which the resultant ceramics are amorphous up to 1400 °C with similar local segregations of very small graphite-like, AlN and SiCN domains [185] . An amorphous SiAlCN ceramic produced at 1000 °C was found to be dense and suitable for the production of small scale fabricated structures using focussed ion beam milling (Fig.  16) , suggesting possible MEMS applications [186] . Reaction with perhydropolysilazane with Ti(OEt)4 or Ti(NMe2)4 resulted in amorphous phases from which small TiN nanoparticles crystallised from ~1000 °C and in which the crystallisation of Si3N4 (and Si2N2O) was suppressed below ~1600 °C [187] . Later the same authors found that low levels of Ti doping from Ti(NMe2)4 could actually reduce the crystallisation temperature and α-Si3N4 was observed from 1000 °C [188] . The difference appears to be that the bulk Ti-containing phase prevents crystalline nuclei growing much like the BN phases discussed in section 3.4, whereas small amounts of the easier to crystallise TiN provides nucleation sites for the silicon nitride. Formation of a titanium carbodiimide polymer with silicon-containing end group resulted in a similar partitioning of crystalline titanium carbonitride and small quantities of amorphous silicon carbonitride [189] . Zhou et al used Hf(NMe2)4 with perhydropolysilazane to produce nanocrystalline HfN/amorphous silicon nitride composites at 1100 °C, with silicon nitride crystallising above 1300 °C [190] . They pointed out that the precursor formation is most likely to occur via transamination of the metal amide by the polysilazane imide groups. The same reaction applied to a commercial polyvinylsilazane, followed by hydroboration as shown in Fig. 13b , produced HfSiBCN ceramics that remained amorphous to 1300 °C before segregating during crystallisation [191] , and which produced composites with carbon fibres with significantly better resistance to hydrothermal corrosion compared with silicon carbonitride [192] . Reaction of CpZrCl2 with a polyborosilazane polymer led to amorphous ZrSiBCN ceramics up to 1600 °C, where phase segregation during crystallisation was again observed [193] .
Iron and cobalt carbonyls react with a polyvinylsilazane to produce polymers that pyrolyse to composite ceramics containing metal silicide nanoparticles, although the magnetic behaviour of these was very similar to microparticles produced by incorporation of a metal filler into the polymer [194, 195] . Pyrolysis of a polymer produced from iron(III) acetylacetonate and a similar polyvinylsilazane resulted in α-Fe nanoparticles suspended in a silicon carbonitride matrix [196] . Polymer formation from metathesis of lithium silazane salts with FeCl3 led to materials in which iron nitrides could be maintained under ammonia pyrolysis conditions, or decomposed to Fe nanoparticles under nitrogen pyrolysis [197] . The polymers could be dip-or spin-coated and the resulting ceramics were strongly magnetised. Nickel polysilazane polymers produced from a polyvinylsilazane and trans-[bis (2- 
aminoethanol-N,O)diacetato-nickel(II)]
were superparamagnetic, indicating that small nickel nanoparticles were present even in the polymer [198] . Moderate temperature pyrolysis at 600 °C resulted in porous ceramics with up to 350 m 2 g -1 surface area and the nanoparticles were credited with nucleating the formation of pores and of graphitic carbon. This material was later assessed for gas permeation membranes [199] .
Sol-gel routes to silicon nitride and related materials
Sol-gel processing is distinct from the use of preceramic polymers in that the condensation reactions that produce a rigid network occur directly in the solution phase. A sol is a stable suspension of particles or polymer molecules in a liquid, and these can be built into a rigid network supporting the liquid, a gel, through further reactions that cross-link the structure [18] . There are significant overlaps with the polymer-based methods. Preceramic polymers need to maintain some solubility or meltability in order to be used to process controlled morphologies, or for ceramic bodies may be pressed as powders before firing. A high ceramic yield is typically a benefit. Sol-gel routes may drive condensation through solvent evaporation, especially in the "evaporation-condensation" route for films and fibres [22] , but will always have some solvent present at the point when the structure becomes rigid. The loss of the solvent from the gel typically leads to porosity and lower density, and the porosity may be maintained through to the final material. Whilst polymer routes can be used to produce porous structures by templating or use of fillers as exemplified in a number of cases in section 3, sol-gel processing excels in the production of porous and high surface area structures.
It should be noted that silicon nitride can be produced from conventional silica gels by high temperature carbothermal processes [200] [201] [202] including nanowire and nanotube structures [203] [204] [205] [206] , but this requires temperatures above 1300 °C. Direct sol-gel routes to silicon nitride and related materials typically develop a network structure through the formation of imide or carbodiimide linkages, in direct analogy with the irreversible formation of covalent oxide linkages in the hydrolytic sol-gel process (R = H or alkyl) [23] :
Control of the gel formation chemistry involves ensuring that the correct balance between formation of the condensing species and the condensation reaction reactions that consume these species is achieved, such that gelation occurs in the requisite manner, e.g. quickly in an evaporation-driven process but also evenly through the structure such that a strong continuous network forms that can survive further processing steps. During pyrolysis a number stages will occur and these may or may not involve an active gas environment such as NH3, and Si3N4 is placed in quotation marks above as this is only achieved at very high temperatures under ammonia. There is a clear possibility that carbon will also be incorporated from any alkyl groups present in the precursor, and imide groups persist even at 1400 °C in the amorphous material [207] .
Sol-gel processing from silicon amides and ammonia
The first reports of sol-gel processing of silicon nitride using ammonia as the cross-linking agent were from Bradley and co-workers [208] . A mixed silicon dialkylamide-amide precursor was used to overcome the lack of reactivity of homoleptic dialkylamides, this could be cyclised with a triflic acid catalyst and then cross-linked with ammonia to form a rigid gel: Solvent removal from the gel in vacuo followed by ammonia treatment at 50 °C resulted in a silicon imidonitride with surface area of 500 m 2 g -1 containing imide and amide groups but no organic amide [208] . A variation of this process used formamide to cross-link the gel, resulting in silicon oxynitride glasses [209] .
We have used a similar process based on Si(NHMe)4 and ammonia to produce silicon nitride precursors gels, although this process in harder to control. In order to prevent precipitation the ammonolysis was carried out at low temperature as with [(Me2N)2SiNH]3, but in addition the amount of ammonia needed to be controlled and the triflic acid needed to be added as the preammonolysed sol was warming up. This procedure has been used to provide controlled gelation to yield monolithic gels [210] and in dip-coating to provide continuous films by evaporationcondensation [211] . Cheng et al suggested that the triflate anions, rather than the protons introduced from the acid, were important in the catalysis of the condensation process, probably by attacking silicon centres first then providing a good leaving group when they are attacked by amide groups on other silicon centres [212] . Use of ammonium triflate as the catalyst resulted in slower gelation (suggesting the acid may have some role), but allowed the process to be simplified by addition of the catalyst from the start of the reaction [207] :
It is still necessary to measure the quantity of ammonia, but the mixture can be assembled in a single reaction vessel and gelation occurs a period of time after the mixture warms to ambient temperature, with that period determined by the catalyst concentration [207] . This work showed that the triflate is incorporated and does result in some oxygen contamination, although this can be minimised by reducing its concentration to genuinely catalytic quantities (albeit with an increase in reaction time). Firing these gels at a variety of temperatures resulted in high surface area silicon nitride materials, with amide/imide content persisting even at 1400 °C. Diffraction and PDF studies (Fig. 17) showed that the structure varies little from 200-1200 °C, with the corner-linked tetrahedra of the Si3N4 structure dominating and only the correlation length of the repeat structures changing significantly as the materials crystallised as α-Si3N4 at 1400 °C. Reproduced with kind permission from [207] .
The surface amide/imide groups on silicon imidonitride materials produced from gels cross-linked by, and fired under, ammonia can be used as base catalysts, for example in the Knoevenegal condensation of benzaldehyde with malonitrile to produce 1,1-dicyanophenylethylene using microporous silicon imidonitride [68, 213] . Pyrolysis of gels based on [(Me2N)2SiNH]3 under ammonia led to mesoporous silicon imidonitride with 3-4 nm pores and surface areas up to 983 m 2 g -1 [214] . Larger pore sizes of ~5.6 nm can be produced by templating the formation of silicon imidonitride with long chain amines [215] . Comparing this material with a microporous analogue, it was found that the larger surface area microporous material was more active in the alkylation of toluene with ethylene, but the alkylation of the larger styrene molecule only proceeded over the mesoporous catalyst, presumably because it didn't fit into the smaller pores. Both catalysts were effective in the isomerisation of hex-1-ene, but the larger 1-hexadecene was only isomerised in the mesoporous catalyst.
Porosity also has a number of applications beyond catalysis, and mesoporous silicon imidonitride films with 2-3 nm pores deposited from a [(Me2N)2SiNH]3-derived sol onto macroporous substrates have been shown to make effective gas filtration membranes (Fig. 18) [216] . A gas sensor produced with this membrane was able to detect hydrogen, carbon monoxide and propane but excluded nitrogen dioxide. A recent patent also envisages using solid mesoporous bodies of silicon imidonitride as chromatography media for chemical separation [217] . Supercritical drying of Si(NHMe)4-derived gels with ammonia-saturated diethylamine resulted in robust monolithic aerogel bodies with little shrinkage relative to the wet gel (Fig. 18) [210] . The structure of the gel consisted of fibrils with a hierarchical network of larger (~100 nm) macropores and then further mesopores through the entire structure. Application of a similar drying procedure to a [(Me2N)2SiNH]3-derived gel resulted in aerogels that had the "pearl necklace" morphology often seen in SiO2 aerogels with a much more open network of macropores (Fig. 18) but also a similar arrangement of mesopores within the spherical features [218] . It is also feasible to use the ammonia to produce a preceramic polymer then use a different crosslinker to produce the gel. Nguyen et al recently cross-linked perhydropolysilazane with divinylbenzene to produce gels that could be dried under supercritical CO2 to make aerogels then fired at 1000 °C, retaining 150 m 2 g -1 surface area in a hierarchical meso/microporous structure [219] .
Incorporation of other elements under ammonolytic sol-gel conditions
Lithiation of (Me2N)3SiNH2 followed by metathesis with BCl3 results in B(NHSi(NMe2)3)3, which can be gelled with ammonia under similar conditions to [(Me2N)2SiNH]3 [220, 221] . Pyrolysis of this gel at 1000 °C results in a mesoporous silicon boron imidonitride with a 1:3 ratio of B:Si. This ratio can be varied by substituting the BCl3 with borazines containing 2 or 3 chloride groups attached to boron, to yield gels with 3:2 or 1:1 ratio of B:Si and surface areas of 788 or 439 m 2 g -1
, respectively [222] . The THF adduct of Al(NHSi(NMe2)3)3 was used to form gels that pyrolyzed under ammonia to an amorphous ceramic with a 1:3 Al:Si ratio, contained SiN4 tetrahedra and a mixture of AlN4, AlN5 and AlN6 groups [223] . The catalytic properties of these materials, in which the basicity would be expected to be modified relative to the silicon imidonitrides, do not appear to have been examined.
Reactions of transition metal amides with ammonia are usually poorly controlled, and a less reactive cross-linker such as a primary amine is necessary to achieve controlled sol-gel processing [28, 224, 225] . Löffelholz et al mixed boron, titanium, zirconium and tantalum dimethylamides with Si(NHMe)4 and achieved gelation by cross-linking with ammonia without a requirement for a catalyst [226, 227] . The ammonolysis rate of the titanium amide was six times that of the silicon amide, but homogeneous gels were still obtained with a 1:1 ratio of silicon to the other element. The lack of a catalyst in these systems is in contrast to the low reactivity of Si(NHMe)4 by itself [228] and the controlled formation of gels is also in contrast to the behaviour of the metal amides themselves, which would precipitate under these conditions [229, 230] . It seems that at these concentrations the condensation reactions must occur at rates that are intermediate between the poorly reactive silicon amide and the more reactive metal amides. Firing these mixed gels at 1000 °C led to largely amorphous ceramics, but nanocrystalline metal nitrides and/or some α-Si3N4 grew from the matrix at 1500 °C. It was possible to broaden the range of metals with which these mixed nitrides could be produced by making single source precursors through reactions of their chlorides with (LiMeN)2Si(NMe2)2 [227] .
The segregation of the metal to produce crystalline, nanoparticulate metal nitride phases supported on a high surface area silicon nitride is potentially very useful in heterogeneous catalysis, where a range of reactions could be carried out using the activity of the metal nitrides, possibly in some cases in conjunction with the base functionality of the imidonitride itself [231, 232] . Typically this would involve reducing the catalyst loading to levels more comparable with other supported catalysts. At 10% loading (M:Si = 1:10) gelation of Ta(NMe2)5 and Si(NHMe)4 do not gel, but introduction of triflic acid to catalyse the condensation reactions as discussed in section 4.1 allows the reactions to proceed [233] . Similarly this reaction produced an amorphous tantalum-silicon imidonitride at 1000 °C, although X-ray absorption fine structure studies showed that some crystalline nuclei of tantalum nitride too small to be observed by XRD were formed. With Mo(NMe2)4 phase segregation occurred and molybdenum nitride nanotubes grew at 1000 °C. These studies point to a possibility of controlling the nanocrystal size on the silicon nitride support using the relative reactivity of the precursors and the firing temperature. An alternative approach to incorporation of the metal at the molecular stage is to preform the imidonitride gel and then react it with a metal source. Cheng et al reacted [(Me2N)2SiNH]3-derived gels with PdCl2 and EXAFS showed the Pd coordination sphere to contain bonds to both N and Cl such that the polymer must be decorated with Pd [234] . Pyrolysis led to mesoporous structures with 5-12 nm or 15-25 nm pores, depending on pyrolysis conditions, and 5-20 nm Pd nanoparticles dispersed throughout the matrix. These were found to more active than crystalline Si3N4 infiltrated with Pd nanoparticles in alkene isomerisation reactions and in the hydrogenation of alkenes and of cyclohexanone [234, 235] .
Silicon carbodiimide based sol-gel processing
Pyridine-catalysed reactions of MeSiCl3 or SiCl4 with (Me3Si)2CNC yield polymers with three or four carbodiimide groups per silicon atom, which are inherently cross-linked and hence lack the solubility or meltability required for polymer processing methods to be applied [130] . The linear analogues produced from the alkylsilicon dichlorides, and the thermal phase behaviour of a range of compositions in this system including those under discussion here, are described in section 3.3. Solgel processing can be readily applied in this system since the formation of a 3-dimensionally linked gel is part of the process anyway. The time taken for a mixture to gel is variable with the concentration of the pyridine catalyst, but a few days at room temperature or a few hours at 90 °C, where the removal of the Me3SiCl by-product by distillation is accelerated, is typical [236] . Even after gelation the polymeric species within the gel are still terminated by trimethylsilyl groups that are detectable by IR spectroscopy, and condensation reactions continue as the gels are aged [237] . Hence the appearance of the gels changes over time from transparent to turbid and then opaque (Fig. 20) . These condensation reactions result in some shrinkage of the gel body, and further shrinkage during drying results in an overall change of ~40%. However monolithic gels can be obtained. Firing these leads to a composite of amorphous Si3N4 and carbon [130] , with crystallisation temperatures as high (depending on final composition) as 1500 °C for Si3N4 and 1600 °C for SiC [133] . An alternative route to [Si(NCN)2]n via the decomposition of the isocyanate in solution at high temperature catalysed by 1-phenyl-3-methyl-2-phospholene-1-oxide to form gels [238] :
This route was developed with the aim of providing a hydrogen-free polymer that could crystallise more readily, but the lack of a by-product that would need to be removed was also mentioned as an advantage [238] . The thermal decomposition behaviour was similar to that of [MeSi(NCN)1.5]n, in that carbon and an amorphous silicon (carbo)nitride phase were produced at moderate temperatures, but the high temperature product was crystalline SiC.
Incorporation of organic linkers into the gels can be achieved by cross-linking dinuclear silicon reagents [239] : These formed gels, which could be freeze dried to produce hybrid alkyl silicon diimide materials, which were macroporous and had surface areas of ~100 m 2 g -1 [239] . Firing these potentially gives a route to increased carbon incorporation, e.g. for the battery applications described in section 3.3. There has been little work to utilise this carbodiimide-based sol-gel chemistry to process silicon carbonitrides. However the luminescence properties of materials based on [Si(NCN)2]n polymers have been examined -blue emission was observed in amorphous ceramics fired at low temperature such that they still contained NCN groups, and addition of EuCl3 to the monomer solution before gelation allowed the incorporation of Eu 3+ ions with characteristic red emission [240] .
In a number of cases silicon precursors can be subjected to hydroboration followed by reaction of the chloride groups with (Me3Si)2NCN to yield boron-silicon carbodiimide gels, these too have been then treated as powders [129] .
Si3B3N7: a sol-gel derived preceramic polymer
Ambient temperature ammonolysis of (trichlorosilyl)aminodichloroborane (Cl3SiNHBCl2) followed by firing in ammonia results in Si3B3N7 [14] . Alternatively it can be produced from the co-ammonolysis of Si(NHMe)4 and B(NMe2)3 followed by firing in ammonia as described in section 4.1 [181] . Similarly to the heavily cross-linked gels produced with carbodiimide as described in section 4.3, the polymers cannot be obtained as soluble species. Hence this material must be produced by this sol-gel type approach and then processed as a powder.
A number of crystalline phases of Si3B3N7 have been predicted [241] , but it remains amorphous even when heated for extended periods at 1800 °C, with only Si3N4 crystallising (at ~1940 °C) before decomposition with the loss of all nitrogen at 2000 °C [14] . TEM shows no variations in elemental composition the amorphous phase, suggesting it to be homogeneous at the nm level, and PDF studies observe only Si-N, B-N and Si-Si distances [149] . Neutron PDF and MAS-NMR studies confirmed the structure to be random even at the shortest length scales [150, [242] [243] [244] , and this homogeneity even at the ~1 nm length scale is likely responsible for the high temperature behaviour of the ceramic. The distribution has been explained in terms of the probability of the various reactions within the synthesis process [245] . Modelling has shown that ordered regions of ~15 nm are necessary for the crystalline phases to become more stable than the amorphous [246] . Nonetheless some heterogeneity is suggested to occur at very short length scales (<1 nm) in the form of nanovoids and also of B-rich and Si-rich regions [244, 247] .
The use of a polymer-derived Si3B3N7 rather than a Si3N4/BN mixture in production of nanocomposites allows better mechanical properties in the sintered pieces obtained by cold pressing (bending resistance ~1000 MPa, Vickers' hardness ~4 GPa) than those from the much more expensive hot pressing of the mixtures [14] . Calculations have suggested the bulk modulus of Si3B3N7 to be close to that of silicon nitride despite a density that is ~8% lower [248] . Molecular dynamics simulations were then used to predict that less boron-rich phases generally had lower modulus values, and also to show that composites of Si3B3N7 with BN nanotubes would have an enhanced modulus [249, 250] .
The photoluminescence spectrum of Si3B3N7 shows three distinct emissions corresponding to the nanoscale Si-rich, B-rich and intermediate domains [251] . Addition of the hexamethyldisilazides of Eu, Ce or Tb resulted in bright phosphors in which the lanthanide ions were dispersed through an amorphous matrix [252] . Interestingly some of these phosphors showed different emission colours at different excitation wavelengths (Fig. 21 ). These were suggested to be strong options for phosphors in GaN-based LED light sources. 
Summary
Silicon nitride and ternary and higher materials based on silicon nitride can be produced by an extensive range of reactions based on polymerisation processes. Typically these are referred to as preceramic processes where a polymer is produced in soluble or meltable form and then crosslinked during the formation of the desired structure, or as sol-gel when polymerisation occurs directly in solution to form a gel phase in which the network of bonds that define the shape of the final material is already defined. There are significant overlaps between these definitions. The preceramic polymer or dried gel is also sometimes then subjected to ceramic powder processing methods, in which case the distinction is somewhat academic.
Preceramic routes provide access to amorphous silicon nitride, carbonitride and borocarbonitride materials which can have high density or can be processed with a pore-forming component like a template or a filler to introduce porosity. These materials have many superior properties to the binary ceramics, including high temperature stability and mechanical properties. Significant effort has gone into production of these materials for the fibre or matrix components of composite materials. At high temperature crystallisation can provide access to composites and often ceramic yields are high, although loss of carbon or nitrogen under various regimes is common.
In some materials sol-gel methods are the only route to powdered materials that are then subjected to powder processing. Ammonolytic sol-gel processing from silicon amides has been shown to be capable of producing a range of useful morphologies including porous materials. The latter have been shown to have useful catalytic activities. Similarly using carbodiimide linkers has the capability to provide well controlled sol-gel processing. These methods have great scope for further development.
